South Tahoe High School

Viking Graduate Profile

Critical Thinking
- Divergent Thinking
- Creativity
- Links Learning
- Strategic & Extended Thinking

Collaboration
- Works With Others
- Values Teamwork
- Appreciates Variety of Learning Styles

Curiosity
- Committed to Lifelong Learning
- Exploration of Purpose
- Self Directed
- Motivated by Questions
- Takes Initiative

Communication
- Shares Verbally & in Writing
- Shares Ideas
- Authentic Interaction
- Active Listening
- Understands Nonverbal Cues & Cross Cultural Differences

Character
- Empathy
- Resilience
- Confidence
- Grit
- Personal Responsibility

Healthy Independence
- Make Healthy Choices
- Positive Peers
- Practice Healthy Habits
- Develop Skills to Manage & Maximize Personal Finances